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PRODUCT AT A GLANCE
Product Type

Web-based video chat platform with class facilitation

Language(s)

Spanish, French, Italian, Japanese, Arabic, German,
Portuguese

Level

Beginner to advanced.
High School and Higher Education (adolescent to adult)

Activities

Live conversations with access to audio recording of
completed conversations

Media Format

Online

Operating System(s)

All operating systems.
Chrome, Firefox, Safari, desktop and mobile browser

Hardware Requirements

Microphone, camera

Internet Requirements

Minimum 350kbs upload and 350kbs download speed
required (1mbs/1mbs suggested)

Supplementary Software
or Hardware

None

Documentation

Student, Instructor, and Coordinator Manuals and videos.
Support.talkabroad.com

Price

30-minute conversations:
1—US $15, 2—US $30, 3—US $40, 4—US $45, 5+—US $10
per conversation
15-minute conversations:
1—US $15, 2—US $25, 3—US $30, 4+—US $7.50 per
conversation

Affiliation
Michigan State University, USA.
email: tregodan@msu.edu
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General Description
TalkAbroad is a web-based platform that provides access to online conversations with native speakers of Spanish, French, German, Italian, Portuguese,
Arabic, and Japanese. According to its website (https://talkabroad.com),
“TalkAbroad is aimed at classrooms looking to provide short and affordable
immersion experiences.” The platform can only be used by students enrolled in
a class setup by an instructor. This allows for the organization of student conversations and the implementation of assignments. TalkAbroad was founded
in 2009 in coordination with a not-for-profit organization, and has grown to
be used in over 600 universities in the United States. There are currently over
150 conversation partners located across 25 countries, who together complete
on average between 50,000 and 60,000 conversations per semester. Although
the number of partners can fluctuate, the current breakdown of languages
and available conversation partners is: Arabic—4; French—37; German—32;
Italian—24; Japanese— 6; Portuguese— 6; Spanish—90.

Summary of Features
Platform Interface
There is a separate interface for the two different user roles in TalkAbroad,
instructor and student. The student interface homepage is anchored by a calendar, which shows upcoming conversation reservations and links to purchase
credits, make a reservation, send a direct message to a conversation partner,
and find help and instructions (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Student homepage.
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Figure 2. Professor dashboard.

The instructor platform is organized around a dashboard that provides links
to the latest conversation statistics and links to current sections. There are also
links to archived sections and assignments. Student and instructor manuals
are linked under the help section. Instructors can see all of the upcoming
reservations and completed conversations for students, and are able to create
assignments for each conversation. Coordinators can also create accounts,
in order to group multiple instructors together on a common dashboard and
access all sections and conversations.
Assignment Features
Because TalkAbroad is only available to students enrolled in a class, instructors
must first create a section (class) name. This will provide a section code for
students to enter after they create their individual accounts. The conversations
on TalkAbroad will always be linked to assignments. Students will not be able
to schedule a conversation until the instructor has created an assignment. The
assignments are given a name, a due date, and the option to indicate if the
conversation is to be completed in a group. The group option is for multiple
students sharing a computer for a single conversation. There are two separate
options to provide instructions for the conversation. The first option is visible
to both the student and the conversation partner. These instructions can be
written within the text box or uploaded from a document. There is also the
option to provide instructions visible only to the conversation partner. All
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Figure 3. New assignment creation.

instructions must be written in the target language of the conversation. Assignments can also be copied from section to section, including previous sections.
Conversation Features
To schedule a conversation, students begin by searching for a conversation
partner. The partners are listed in a directory that can be sorted by country,
availability, or from a list of previous conversation partners. Each listing in the
directory includes a profile displaying a photo and information about varying
experiences and interests. After choosing a partner, the student makes the
reservation by selecting an available time and the corresponding assignment.
Time zone difference are automatically adjusted within the system. During
the fall and spring semesters, conversations are generally available between the
hours of 8:00a.m. and 11:00p.m. Monday through Friday, on Saturdays from
8:00a.m. to 2 p.m., and on Sundays from 2:00p.m. to 11:00p.m. Summer hours
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are reduced to Monday–Friday business hours, and there is a small decrease
in available partners (mostly in Spanish). Conversations must be scheduled
at least 36 hours in advance. Before the first conversation, students must also
complete a successful hardware test that verifies microphone and video compatibility and functionality.
During the Conversation
There is a simple picture-in-picture video chat box for the student to see their
own camera display and the partner camera display. Nothing needs to be
downloaded, as all conversation are completed within the browser. There is
also a text box that can be used to send and receive text-based chat messages.
The assignment name and description are displayed on the right-hand side of
the screen. At the bottom of the page are direct links to troubleshooting topics
concerning connectivity, hardware, and video display.

Figure 4. Conversation interface.
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After the Conversation
The students will be prompted to rate the quality of the conversation in terms
of technology and content. They will also be given an opportunity to provide
feedback about the conversation partner. After submitting feedback, the students will be granted access to the audio recording of the conversation. This
recording is also automatically made available to the instructor. The .mp3 file
can be downloaded or listened to within the browser.
Support
In addition to student and instructor support manuals, the entire TalkAbroad
platform is equipped with a floating “How can we help?” support button.
Within this interface, students and instructors can search for quick solutions
or chat with a support person during available business hours. The quick solutions section is built with logic that pulls the most common topics based on
user information such as current page or status within the system (e.g., conversation recently completed). The chat feature will start a conversation with live
support. When live support is not available, it provides a link to send an email.
It should be noted that no student conversations can be scheduled outside of
a time when live support is available.

Evaluation
The TalkAbroad platform is very simple to use. The interface and navigation
for students and instructors are both clean and intuitive. All the available
features and functionality are easily accessible. The platform and the video
chat interface are compatible with all major browsers on both mobile and
desktop devices. The platform itself is stable and there are no issues with reliability or responsiveness. The video chat interface is also reliable and utilizes
WebRTC, an open framework that enables Real-Time Communication (RTC).
Even though there are no issues with the video chat interface, because the
conversations are being conducted across multiple countries, there have been
times when limited Internet connectivity and/or bandwidth issues have caused
problems. Students and partners have the ability to disable the video during
the conversation and communicate via audio as a means to reduce bandwidth.
Real-time technical support is also available during every conversation to assist
with software and hardware issues. In order to help alleviate these problems
during the conversations, TalkAbroad requires that all students successfully
complete a test call before they can schedule their first conversation. This
ensures that they will be ready well in advance of the conversation itself. If
there is ever a conversation that is not able to be completed due to Internet connectivity or hardware issues, TalkAbroad will refund the credit to the student.
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As with any tool, support features must be taken into consideration before
adoption to ensure both short- and long-term success. TalkAbroad is a great
tool due to its robust tech support. Instructors do not have to spend hours
troubleshooting issues, as the support is online during all conversations and
responses outside of operating hours are timely. This same level of support is
available to instructors as well. This makes TalkAbroad easy to implement in
a single class or at scale to meet the needs of an entire department. Recorded
conversations are stored securely, and instructors have access to all of the
conversation of both current and archived sections, which eliminates the need
for local storage. One final consideration for instructors who wish to implement TalkAbroad is the flexibility of payment options. For contexts in which
students cannot pay for conversations directly, TalkAbroad works directly
with both administrations and bookstores to provide pre-purchase codes for
student use and also directly with departments.

Pedagogy
In terms of teaching, TalkAbroad is a facilitative tool that does not prescribe
a particular pedagogy. It is up to each instructor to shape the use of the conversations in such a way that best fits with their pedagogical values and goals.
However, by nature, the use of conversations with native speakers does favor
pedagogies that are built on communication, culture, and interaction. The
ability to upload instructions for both the student and the conversation partner
allows TalkAbroad to be used as an authoring tool that can help guide conversations according to the concepts and themes presented within the curriculum.
One of the greatest features of TalkAbroad in terms of pedagogical potential
is the use of audio recording of the conversation. Instructors can listen to the
conversations for evaluation purposes and can use speech examples to provide
context and feedback. Students are afforded the opportunity to revisit the
conversation to provide a greater awareness and understanding of elements or
language features that might have been overlooked in real time. Activities can
be created to help the students focus on different aspects of language such as
linguistic or pragmatic choice or language feature use, depending on the level
of the student. These activities can target the speech of conversation partners,
providing more exposure to linguistic input, or they can focus on the speech
of the students, bringing greater self-awareness to production. Emphasis can
also be placed on cultural comparisons. This is strengthened over time as
students engage in multiple conversations with different partners. Depending
on the level of the students, the amount of preparation and post-conversation
activities used in the classroom, and the desired outcomes, TalkAbroad can
become a central component of any curriculum or be used in a supplementary
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role. However, even though TalkAbroad can be used for evaluation purposes,
it is not primarily designed as an assessment tool.

Learner Fit
Because TalkAbroad is based on conversations, learner fit should be determined more by the conversation partners than the platform itself. All of the
TalkAbroad conversation partners have undergone an extensive training process provided by TalkAbroad, and are trained to adapt their speech according
to the level of the student and employ a variety of discourse techniques appropriate anywhere from novice-mid- to advanced-level comprehension and production. The partners do review the activities uploaded by the instructors prior
to each conversation and aim to keep the conversations on target. However,
the conversation partners are not trained teachers, and they do not provide
targeted linguistic feedback, explicit grammar, or pronunciation correction
unless there is a breakdown in communication. This doesn’t mean that students
are not provided with any feedback. Conversation partners provide students
with both positive and negative feedback in the target language, although it
is generally more implicit in nature, with a focus more on communication
than on form. If an instructor wishes for there to be more explicit or targeted
attention paid to grammar correction or pronunciation, the best practice would
be for students and instructors to use the audio recordings provided for each
conversation, in order to spend more time noticing and focusing on both
native and non-native speech patterns. Through the ability to listen to these
recordings on their own, students can also revisit any part of the conversation
to focus on areas where comprehension broke down or to self-evaluate their
own speech production. This individualized approach allows each student the
necessary amount of time to focus, and it provides additional access to highly
contextualized and personalized input.
Partners are trained to aim for a balance of 50% listening and 50% speaking, and adapt accordingly in response to student proficiency levels. Additionally, conversation partners are trained to help reduce anxiety on the part of
students, and refrain from discussing certain topics unless those topics are
specifically addressed in the partner direction form (e.g., religion, politics).
The conversation partners also receive ongoing training and evaluation every
semester. After each conversation, students are required to rate their conversation and provide any necessary feedback before they are able to access
the audio recording of their conversation. These evaluations are aggregated
and reviewed by the training staff, and discussed with the conversation partners. This ensures a safe space for all students and quality for instructors. The
conversation partners range in age from young college students to retired
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professionals and they come from different walks of life. This variety provides
students with different opportunities to find compatible personalities and also
to learn from multiple perspectives. Obviously, a greater variety can be found
in the languages with more conversation partners.
The conversational focus outside of the classroom can also help to reduce
the “teacher effect” that some students feel when they believe that the content
and form of their production is under evaluation. The available tech support
helps to reduce the amount of anxiety surrounding the use of technology as
well. Because not all anxiety can be eliminated (especially before the first
conversation), it is imperative that instructors and students work together to
scaffold and prepare strategies that will ensure student success.

Teacher Fit
TalkAbroad is a simple platform that requires no special technological skills
or training. Because the platform handles all of the logistics and support for
the conversations, all teachers need to focus on is uploading assignments. This
takes very little time, and, in fact, previous conversation assignments created
outside of TalkAbroad can be adapted and uploaded easily. Student preparation for these assignments is the key to successful conversations and increased
communicative competence. This can be done individually or co-constructed
in groups, depending on the focus of the class. Students at lower proficiency
levels will rely more on planning and rehearsing questions, relying on their
partner to help carry the conversation, while higher proficiency levels will be
able to navigate more complex discussions. This adaptation to individual differences makes TalkAbroad a great solution for classrooms with mixed levels
of proficiency and background (such as heritage learners).
One of the benefits of having all the conversations recorded is the ability to
use the conversations in multiple contexts. Students can be placed into groups
to analyze, contrast, and compare content and culture discussed during the
conversations. Another popular use of the recorded conversation is to ask
students to transcribe portions of the text. This can be helpful especially for
novice and intermediate students as they begin to distinguish word boundaries, and it helps to incorporate more writing into the conversation process.
More advanced students can look deeper into specific language use or linguistic
differences such as syntax or phonetics. Within the realm of conversations,
there really is no limit to the direction or approach instructors can take. Any
classroom that focuses on communication and cultural investigation will find
TalkAbroad to be beneficial.
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Summary
The goal of TalkAbroad is to simplify the entire conversation process for students and instructors, and to provide a positive experience outside of the classroom in using the target language. It does this through an intuitive platform
interface and a rigorous training process that ensures conversations happen in
a safe environment which fosters interaction. Conversations can be facilitated
by instructors in a classroom setting, or they can be used individually by students outside the classroom. This allows for all proficiency levels to engage in
conversations. I have used TalkAbroad in various teaching and development
contexts since 2011, and I consistently see that the majority of students, while
at first they might be hesitant to embrace the idea of talking one-on-one with a
native speaker, ultimately describe TalkAbroad and the conversations that they
have as the most impactful and positive experience within a given semester.
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